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Did you know that there is an entire nervous
system in the gut called the Enteric Nervous
System. It is considered the second brain.  More
information travels from the brain in our gut than
to the brain in our head, rather than vice versa?
Given that, consider the implications to how our
mind works based on what we put into our gut.

Cholesterol in foods will not cause an increase in 'bad' cholesterol in the blood, nor is it

a cause of heart disease. The bigger nutritional concern is too much sugar, and bad fats.

A general rule of being a critical food shopper: The more marketing behind a food, the

less money is allocated to the quality of the ingredients. Therefore the more marketing,

the less nutritional value.

Bad news: sugar (and the carbohydrates that become sugar in the body) use the same

pleasure pathway in the brain and body as heroin, alcohol, cocaine or any other addictive

substance. ..i.e. it's highly addictive! Good news: there are some simple eating practices

that can eliminate your dependency on sugar.

Did you ever think that muscle and joint pain and injury is connected to your food? To

not account for what you eat  re: your aches and stiffness means missing the entire

biochemical component of inflammation.

There are two kinds of cravings: biochemical, which are triggered by a need for fuel or

nutrients for the brain, and psychological cravings, which are triggered by a need to

calm, soothe and/or nourish yourself. You must address the biochemical cravings

before you can get to the psychological ones, because otherwise the physical drive will

be too powerful.

If you've ever wondered whether buying organic is worth it, I recommend consulting

the 'Dirty Dozen', the Environmental Working Group's review of the 12 most pesticide-

laden fruits and vegetables. Focus on buying those organic whenever you can.

www.foodnews.org

a little
FOOD COACH
insight

Looking for an exciting and dynamic
speaker and/or coach for your

employees, conference attendees, or
for your next gathering?
 Look inside to see what
THE FOOD COACH offers



1 or 1.5 hour INTERACTIVE SEMINARS or LUNCH n LEARNS. Each session

comes with an attractive visual presentation, participant handouts and

includes time for lots of questions (and there are always lots!)

THE FOOD COACH IN-HOUSE DAYS - You provide the space. Tzabia meets

one-on-one with your employees for 30 minutes each. A fantastic way for

many of your people to have targeted support for their health. Half days

(max 7 people) or full days (max 14 people) available.

4, 6 or 8 week OPTIMAL EATING PROGRAM. This is the most

comprehensive nutrition program available, designed to be practical and

insightful. It will take participants beyond what they think good nutrition

is about, providing an expert resource for them to learn and discover the

answers to all their brewing questions. 8-week program includes a

workbook. The 4 and 6 week programs include handouts.

THE FOOD COACH

OFFERINGS
INTERACTIVE SEMINARS The most popular seminar...

Optimal Nutrition for the
PRODUCTIVE MIND
Discover...

The 6 most important eating habits that will make the biggest
difference to your brain function.

The role that fats, proteins, and carbs play in your mind's health.

The connection between your gut and your health.

The foods that are most damaging to your brain.

4 core brain chemicals and why you need to know about them

416-826-6530
tzabia@foodcoach.ca

THE FOOD COACH offers a variety of subjects that focus on both the

science behind nutrition as well as the practical actions that will form the

good habits. Here is what is available.

• Optimal Nutrition for the Productive Mind (see side bar)

• Diets Doesn't Work Long-term,  so What Do You Do Instead?

• High Energy: How to Get It and Keep It, Even at 4:00 in the
Afternoon

•        Nourishing Your Beating Heart

•        Food, Health and Immunity

•        Detoxification - 7 Steps to Optimize Your Body and Mind

•        Brown Bag Lunches to Fuel Your Health

•        Plan Well - Eat Well

Tzabia Siegel, BAPhED, DHN, RNT is a registered nutritional therapist, life coach and

functional nutrition diagnostician, which allows her to read blood and lab tests to

personalize nutritional and lifestyle programs.  Starting her practice in 2003, she worked

in clinic in Toronto's financial district for seven years and has been creating and presenting

programs for corporate employees and organizations since 2005. Her sessions are known

for their provocative and broad perspectives, and  always stimulate great questions from

those who participate.  As THE FOOD COACH she coaches people virtually on three

continents to optimize their eating and their health. She blends the science of

biochemistry with the art of coaching people to change their relationship with food. She is

the author of Jump Off the Diet Treadmill: 12 Weeks on Your Way to Lifetime Weight

Loss,  which is based on the work that she does with both her one-on-one clients and

groups.

A small list of some of THE FOOD COACH's present and previous clients include:

Tory's LLP, RBC, CIBC, TD Bank, Foglers, Norton Rose, Deloitte, Chubb Insurance, Canada

Lands Company, Arrow Hedge, Blakes, Miller Thomson, Salesforce, Ontario Power

Authority, Kinross, Barrick Gold, Liberty Group

meet Tzabia

THE FOOD COACH

"I have received  tons of postive feedback. The staff loved it, and are all going home to
throw out everything  in their pantries and start fresh...LOL. I love how much
conversation comes out a really informative session like today"  Miller Thonson

"The LnL was fantastic! Tzabia was bombarded with question after question but she
got to everything." Blakes

"Everything was well done and easy to incorporate into daily life. Would have liked
more time, more info. It was too good to end." Arrow Hedge

"I have been receiving such positive feedback this afternoon. The information you
provided was very insightful and different from what people expected to hear."
Canada Lands Company

"The seminar was great and well received. Tzabia is a passionate and knowledgeable
presenter and clicked nicely with our people. We appreciated that her approach goes
beyond mainstream nutrition." Planning Alliance


